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Crime statistics skewed
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"If Residence Life wished to
again through the media or
through a court or any other include those stati.stics in the StuThe university has separate agency without his or her con- dent Right to Know, they could,"
. said Mike Couch, Xavier's chief
internal stati.stics concerning sent."
criminal occmrenc~s on campus
If an incident is· not reported of Campus Police.
"I don't have a problem with
·· that are different from the cri.me to Campus Police, it is not inlistings as reported by Xavier's· cluded in any of the Student Right the statistics themselves being
Safety and Security Office.
to Know· Information that the fed- released,'' said Fiebig. '~What I
The difference in reporting eral government enforces Xavier have difficulty with is names being released."
.
specifically ·affects the number and any U.S. college to publish.
. If the victim reported a sexual
of sexual assaults reported at XU.
assault to Campus Police, Cam"Because we are not a police
pus Police would investigate the
department, we fall Beneath a
crime.
When a victim tells andifferent regulation regarding
other
university
official, the incidisclosure," said Ava Jean
dent is not reported unle~s the
. Fiebig, director of Residence
victim wants a report to ·be made.
Life.
"It's our responsibility, as
The last reported sexual ofResidence Life, _to let the victim
fense occurred in· 2000 where the
. know all the options," Fiebig said.
student reported a non~forcible
. - Ava Jean Fiebig "We certainty encourage reportsex offense that occurred in cine
director of Residence Life ing to Campus .Police or to Cin· of the dorms to the Cincinnati
Police, and· Cincinnati Police no"All of our reports are tracked cinnati, but we are not going to
tified Campus Police. After that and are kept internally within our report for. her."
A victim of sexual assault has
incident, the. last reported sexual · department," Fiebig said. "With
crimes occurred with one non-· the Right to Know Act, there is the option to also report the inci,
forcible incident in both 1996 some discussion, since it came dent to other police agency, ininto being about whether Resi- cluding Norwood or Cincinnati
and 1995.
"I am not opposed to report- dence Life staff members would Police departments, depending
i.ng that a sexual assault occurred, need to report sexual assault or on the location of the incident.
''As a victim, [the student] has
philosophically." Fiebig said. not."
Campus Police reports any. in- the right to determine the course
"Morally, I am not in favor of
havin·g a. yictim be ,victimized cident .they are made aware of. ·
See Crime, page· 3
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
· Senior Contributor

''Because we are not
apolice department,
we fallunderneath a
different regulation
.regarding disclosure.·"

_
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On Saturday, Bread of the World and Xavier's office of
·human resources sponsored "Celebrate Africa" in the
armory.
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STYUK;\ hits $5,000
BY LORI GOETZINGER
Campus News Editor

With the conclusion of the
music festival on Saturday,
STYUKA raised over $5000 for
its charity - I'roject Connect.
This is• the largest amount of
money raised in STYUKA history.
"This was the first year a
substantial amount was collected for the charity," said
Chris Preston a STYUKA adviser.
Brooks Keeshin, STYUKA
·student coordinator, decided to
do things differently this year.
While the STYUKA committee
is set. up specifically for the
music festival, they planned
other events throughout the
year to raise more money as
well as awareness. These
events included the Near Naked Mile and a Don't Tell Anna
performance.
"We wanted to raise greater
awareness about the charity,
about STYUKA, as well as raise
more money," said Keeshin.·
The committee had two
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goals this year that made the fes"The success was wonderful.
tival a·success. They wanted "to The fact that so many clubs and
create other things to make ·organizations participated along
money for the charity and to get with the choice of charity made
more clubs and organizations in- this year's event special," said
volved in the charity festival,'~ Preston.
Preston said.
Additionally,
Keeshin chose Project ConKeeshin wan'ted to expand on the nect because Xavier students are
purpose and mission of STYUKA already involved with the orgaso that the festival could also eel- nization through the Summer Service Internship program. _ The
local, non-profit charity focuses
on the needs of homeless children .. According to Brooks, "they
do a great job with limited resources."
The money STYUKA raised
will provide transportation for
-Chris Preston
the children from shelters to a
a STYUKA adviser
summer camp run by Project
Connect. A 10-member commitebrate student actions and suc- tee coordinated STYUKA. Forty
ces.ses that have taken place over clubs and organizations also
the past year.
helped with the event.
·
While final totals for STYUKA
Throughout the day, booths
have not been released, the pre- were set up by clubs including
- limina~y $5000 still exceeds all the Xavier Alliance, Residence
previous years. Since 1994, when Life, M.O.R.E. an~ many others.
STYUKA began, money raised The Gospel Choir and University
from the festival has averaged Singers performed on-stage
. between $800 and $1500, ac- along with ·band_s including Over
cording to Preston.
the Rhineand 2 Day Panic Attack.

"This was the first
year a substantial
amount was collected
for the chariry. "
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Over the Rhine headlined this year's STYUKA festival which
raised over $5,000 for it's charity - Project Connect. ·
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Black Student Association elects board·
BY KATE DONNELLON

Assistant Campus News Editor
· The Black.Student Association
The Athenaeum is sponsoring
(BSA) is a Xavier orgahizatfon that
a poetry reading and distributing
serves to keep all students aware of
The Athenaeum Magazine: Say
black culture and maintain a support
Hi to Your Mom For Me; the winsystem for black students through·
. ter edition of the magazine. The
-special .events, forums, wo_rkshop_s
event will take place on Thursand more,· according to. President
day, May 2 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m~ · Ayshah Matthews. ·
in the faculty lounge of Hinkle
Members ofBSA recently elected
Hall. All are welcome to read their
a new board for the upcoming 2001creative writing. For more infor2002 schooi year. The new board
mation, call Melissa at471-8889 .. members are as follows: Matthews,
president; Anthony Hudson, legis~
lative vice president; Sherese WarBACCHUS is sponsoring a
ren, administrative vice president;
'Euchre tournament on Friday,
Tamera Brummer, treasurer; Erin
May 4. It will take place in the
Haskins, executive secretary; Tenisha
' Cintas Center Banquet Room 2
Smith, legislative secretary; Chris
from 9:30 p.m. to 1 a.m. Players
Sims, SAC member-at-large; and
. should come with partners and
Lauren Readus, senate member~at
will be accepted until 10: 15 p.m.
large.
The event is co-sponspored by
The new bo_ai:d has many goals
SAC and Weekenders. First prize ·
for BSA next year: "We want to get
includes two round trip airfare
more involved in. the co_mmunity, not
tickets, second prize is $1 QO and
jusf on campus," said Matthews.
third prize is $50.
BSA also hopes to get more nonblack students involved. According
to BSA's preamble, "The purpose of
The Catholic Campaign for
this organization is to promote the
Human Development is offering
.
interest
of the black students of
an internship for. Fall 2001. The
Xavier
University,
advocate their
program is designed to work with ·
rights
and
privileges
and
to teach the
poverty in the United States by
·
Xavier
community
and
the public,
encouraging organizations· and
as
a
whole,
the
·significance
of Afrieducation. The internship posican-American
culture."
·
tion is 15 hours each week for 12
BSA was name.d Club-of-the- Year
weeks. Ifintertested in this posifor
2000-2001. "We want to contion, contact Connie Widmer at
tinue
on the path that we were on
421-3131, ext. 238.

Rea4 your wo:rds

Euchre tourney

Fall internship

NEwsWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Ayshah Matthews, Anthony Hudson and Sherese Warren (left to
right) will lead the 2001-2002 Black Student Association Board.·,

this year,'' said Matthews .
The new board .members feel
This year, BSA. hosted events very strongly al:i6ut tJlemselves.
such as a comedy show featuring "We have some people with expecomedians from BET and the An- rience and some new people with
tonio Johnson scholarship banquet. · innovative ideas who are going to
According to Hudson, this year was take BSA to a new level," said
very successful. "We were able to Hudson.
recreate and set new limits for ourselves," he said.

Grad dinner
The Office of Multicultural.
Affairs is sponsoring a Graduatfon.
Celebration on Friday, May .18 at
6 p.m. in the Cintas Center banquet room. All graduating studentS of color and their parents .
are invited to attend. RSVP by
Friday, May 4 at the OMA Office ·
on Ledgewood Avenue. Call
OMA at 745-3181.

Singers concert
Th~

University Singers will
hold their spring concert on Friday, May 4 at 8 p.m. at Norwood
Middle School. Tickets for students, faculty and staff are free.
Admission for the general public
is $2. For more infonnation, contact Sara Winterhalter at 7453145.

Art on display
The art of Kitty Uetz will be
on display at the Canton Museum
of Art now until July 22. Uetz is
an adjunctfaculty member in the
art department. The exhibit will
display IO of her tapestries and
capes.

Toolbox show
On Friday and Saturday,
Toolbox will have shows at 8 p.m.
in Kelley Auditorium. Toolbox
is one of the Xavier Player's
Improv Shows. There will be
pizza after Saturday's show.

English Seminar
On Wednesday, May 9 the
English department wi)l present
a senior seminar on memoir writing from 1p.m. to 2:50 p.m. It
will take place in CBA 19. Refreshments will be served and all
are welcomed to attend.

Tuesday, April 24, 10:30 a.m.
- A student reported damage to
her car while parked in the Husman
Lot.

~

Saturday, April 28, 12: 15 a.m.
- Cincinnati Police and Xavier
Police responded several times to a
loud party complaint on the 1000
block of Dana. ·Students refused to
open the door. The matter will be
.referred to the Off-Campus Review
Board.

Saturday,Aprill8, 11:20p.m.
Sunday, April 29, 10:30 p.m.
Campus Police received . - Residence Life reported that
several complaints concerning a. · someone had tampered with Qne
loud party on the 900 block of of the alarm junction boxes in
Marion. The matter was referred Brockman Hall.
to the Cincinnati Police. Students
were issued a warning.

Saturday, April 28, 2:36 a.m.
- Two students were cited for disorderly conduct and underage consumption of alcohol. They were
observed knocking over trash cans
on Herald Avenue.

- Someone damaged a window
in a ground floor apartment of the
Manor House.

· Sunday, April 29, 1:53 a.m.
Thursday, April 26, 2:08 a.m.
- Someone pulled a fire alarm on
4 East of Ku Ihm an Hall. There are
no suspects at this time.
Thursday, April 26,. 4:41 a.m.
- A fire alarm was pulled in the
front lobby of Brockman Hall.
Thursday, April 26, 9:40 a.m.
- An employee in the Sycamore
House reported her credit card and
$10 were stolen from her office.

Thursday, April 26, 9:55 a.m.
-An employee reported someone
caused damage to a mailbox in the
mailroom.

Friday, April 27, u:oo-11:40
p.m. - Three students were cited
for possession of fictitious identification cards. This occured at the
spring dance at Cicero's.

Saturday, April 28, 2:45 a.m.
- Two students were cited for
underage consumption of alcohol
and running from Campus Police.

Saturday, April 28, 4:38 p.m.
- A student reported that her car
was broken intq in the South Lot.

Sunday, April 29,.7 :15 a.m. Residence Life reported someone
trashed the kitchen area in the
basement of Buenger Hall.

Sunday, April 29, 1:35 p.m. off-campus student reported
his car was broken into on the
3800 block of Winding Way.

A~

Sunday,April 29, 8:20 p.m. -

Campus Police observed non-stuSaturday, April 28, 5:03 p.m. dents involved in a domestic ar- Campus Police responded to a
gument in the village driveway.
three car auto accident in the R-1 . Two subjects were arrested on outLo.t. A student driving through the
standing warrants.
lot struck two vehicles.

Pdl1l:QiNQte .
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Alpha.s boa~t success Jimmy Fallon brings laughter
BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Senior Contributor .

Xavier's SinisterSigma Gamma
chapter of Npha Phi Alpha Fraterni.ty Inc. has increased in membership with five sophomores and
plans to be more visible on campus
next fall.
The club's membersh.ip number
is at)ts highest since its inception
in 1991 with seven members. Th~
group wants to focus on promoting
black male retention by sponsoring a house at 677 Hudson Ave. and
planning events throughout the
falL
"Recruitment definitely needs
some help. We need to attract [African-Amerfoan male students]
from the start," sophomore D~stin
Lane said. "We are inore campus~
'. based now."
The club, which was established
at Xavier in 1991, is part of the na:.
tionally reqogniied Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. Alpha Phi Alpha was
founded in 1906.
The group is planning an open· ing barbecue the first weekend of
2001-02 school year:
The new officials for the 200102 school year are junior Justin
Wade as president, sophomore Eric
Rhodes as vice president, Lane as
. secretary, sophomore .Courtney
Thatcher as treasurer, sophomore

Brandon H.enry as historian,
sophomore Damariy Abernathy as
parliamentarian and junior Brad·
Lenora as chaplain. .
.. .
. Th.e Alphas are working on...
community service projects over
the s.ummer at the GLAD house by
mentoring 10 to 20 kids ranging
from ages seven to 13 years old
and making bag lunches to be dis· tributed in Over~The-Rhine, a
downtown neighborhood, for the
Mt. Zion. ~aptis't Church in
Evanston, Ind. ·•
The club also works at the
W.E.B. Dubois School bingo
night, anAfrican-American charter school in downtown Cincinnati, to help the institution to raise
money.
"Our annual events went fine
this year and we are going to con.. tinue next year," said Lane.
Events that Sigma Gamma held
this past year included the Miss
Black and Gold Pageant, where
freshman Candice Germany won a
scholarship, Alpha Week,. a dat- ·
ing game, and Gold Rush.
. Justin Wade won second place.
in the Alpha's oratory competition
· at its regional convention in
March. The group is planning to
attend the national Alpha Phi Alpha conven0on Aug. 2-5 in New
Orleans.

. NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JONATHAN MOSKO

. Jimmy Fallon performs a standtip comedy show in the Cintas Center on April 26.

Compllter help desk underway
ciaos can monitor the Jabs without
befog physically present. . In each
The Academic Computing Cen- Jab direct phones will be installed
ter. has designed a student com- that connect to the help desk: Stuputer help desk. The help desk was . dents with problems in the labs can
reach a technician and receive asesta~lished to more efficiently help
students with computer problems sistance.
The help desk is located on the
arid questions, according to Dr. Richard Beres, manager of the Center ground floor of Alter in Room B 1.
If students are not calling from comfor Academic Computing.
Previously there have been Jab puter labs the phone number is 745consultants in .each of the computer 4863. Eventually, the ht:IP desk
Jabs on campus including Alter, will set up an email account in
CBA, Kulhman, Elet and Cohen. which students can email their ques"The new approach will bring Jab tions. The help desk hours are
consultants to a central location," Monday-Thursday 8 a.m. -12 a.m.,
according to Beres. Help desk tech- Friday 8 a.ni.-5 p.m., Saturday 10
nicians will work the help desk but a.m.-5 p.m., and Sunday 1 p.m.also serve as a resource for students. midnight
"The bottom line is we wanted
The Center for Academic Computing has installed a video sys- to make the help source more effitem In all the labs so that techni- cient and productive for

BY LORI GOETZINGER
Campus News Editor

Crime: Disciplinary decisions
.alter crime s.tatistics on campus

students, while at the same time
streamlining the work in the computer labs," Beres said.
There are 25 student help desk
technicinas on staff. The desk will
nm;mally be staffed with three' technicians, however, during the summer, and during other down times
there will be two.
Bill Watts, a help desk technician, believes the help desk will be
able to help a wider base of people.
"With this method of computer centers we are able to not only·service
computer labs but also all Xavier
students," Watts said.
The help desk will also take on
duties that previously were directed
to l.S.S. New students moving into
dorms will .come to the help desk
for Internet connections as well as
for any other concerns.

Not with Our Money
rallies for cha11-ge

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
of the investigation as part of th~
healing process," said Couch.
"A sexual crime that is also a
violent crime, we would deviant. from the norm," said Fiebig.
"Any kind of physical assault
would be handled differently
from a sexual assault. Anything
like indecent exposure would be
. handled through Campus Police
or a citation . . . so it depends on
the crime."
All Residence Life staff members have been trained in sexual
assault counseling: If a student
would tell a Residence Life staff
member or RA about a sexual
assault, they would stay with the
student and would call the psychologist on duty for campus.
"[Sexual assault] is very common, especially in the first six
weeks for new students whether
you are a freshman or transfer
student," Fiebig said.
A forcible sex offense has not
been reported to Campus Police
in at least four years.
"We JoUow exactly what the
federal law says to report in the
Student Right to Know statis. tics," Couch said.

The decisions of the university
disciplinary system are also kept
confidential. Any incident where
Campus Police has cited a student
will be referred to the university's
disciplinary system through Residence Life or the office of Dean of
Students Dr. Sylvia Bessegato.
Whether or not a student commits a crime on-or off-campus, he
or she can be held responsible at
Xavier.
"Philosophically, .we want tcf
graduate good citizens, and if you
made a poor choice and corrimit a
crime, and we know about it, we.
are not going to say, 'Oh, well,"'
Fiebig said. Xavier can become
aware of a student committing.
crime by a local police agency like
Norwood or Cincinnati Police, by
local businesses or neighbors cone
tacting the university. If.Campus
· Police stops a student for an infraqtion, they will pull up the
student's record and if there is a
crime listed, a student ·can ,be held
accountable · through
the
university's disciplinary system.
· . According to the student handbook, the Executive Director for
Student Services Dr. Luther Smith

or Fiebig, will decide to hear a
case, refer the case to a professional staff member or-Judicial
Review Board, or refer the case
'to the dean of students. When
the incident violates the most
serious infractions of university
policy, the dean of students will
hear the case or give it to the
University Discipline Board.
The Judicial Review Board
functions as a body to "resolve.
infractions" occurring either on
or off campus. The board is made
of students, faculty and administrators.
The University Discipline
Board is a 19-member panel (six
faculty and four ·students) that
rules on the most serious cases
· involving student conduct
The student cannot have legal counsel at the hearings, but
. can h~ve a student advocate
help- them prepare their defense
against the allegation.
No student can fii:id out the
rulings of the Disciplinary
'Board, unless the student is a
victim of a sexual assault being
ruled upon.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JENNA DIR~

On Tuesday, May 1, Patrick Cooper, Chris Kenney, Alley
Clary, Christie Susi, Pari Zutshi, Dylan Michel and Brian
Loewe demonstrate in front of Schmit Hall aganist
Sodexho Marriott and private prisons.

WORLD NEWS

Ar:lJ'Und the world thls we·ek

In the White House Rose Garden on Sunday afternoon, President
Bush speaks to me.mpers of Cortgress, who w~re ,invited· tp. have
lunch with him tel' celebrate his first 1oo days "in office and ·
promote bip~rtisanship. HoV\{ever, only. about 59 Democra~s
accepteq Bush~s offer. ·
·. .. · ·
· · ·.
·.

Middle Eastpeace talks
continue on both sides
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CAIRO --Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres on Sunday promised Arab leaders that Israel would
ease restrictions on Palestinians but
presented what could be fatal objections to an Arab proposal to end
the Mideast bloodshed.
On a journey of roller-coaster
diplomacy beginning with his visit
to the United States last Monday;
Peres traveled to Egypt and Jordan
to formally respond to the Arab
truce initiative, which calls for a
cease-fire and mutual trust-building steps and then a return to peace
talks.
After meeting with· Peres in
Cairo, Egyptian President Hosni
Mubarak momentarily raised hopes
when he said the Israelis and Palestinians had agreed on cease-fire
terms. But Israeli and Arab officials
said later that a truce was still under discussion.

SEVEN-MONTH
STALEMATE

·:··,JI.'. '',:.1.,,,.,·> "~'·,:·K

oto.:Pfotocol;1said,last .week.

it is insufficient for a major break-. ·. ish settlements in the West Bank.
through toward getting out of the One of them detonated near an Iscurrent situation," Foreign Minis- raeli school bus, killing the suster Adbel-Ilah al Khatib said after pected bomber, whose body was
participating in a meeting between found in his destroyed car nearby.
Peres and Jordan's King Abdullah
Israeli police said they also
II in the Red Sea port of Aqaba.
found a large bomb in a paint
The day of diplom.acy took bucket in the coastal city of
place against a backdrop of flaring Netanya, the scene of several recent
violence in Israel, the West B~nk bombings. They Successfully deand Gaza Strip, raising questions fused it using a remote-control roabout whether the two sides' lead- bot. ·
ers could ever impose an agreed
cease~ fire.
·THE WORLD REACTS

"There has been
movement but it is
insufficientfor a .
major breakthrough
toward getting out of
the current
. . ''
situation.
-Abdel-Ilah al Khatib,

Jordan Foreign Minister
The Arab outline is the only
mediation effort on the table tQ end
the. seven-month crisis. But the Israelis reject several ·of its central
Gun battles erupted anew in the
'tene~i~ .and Peres reportedly in- Gaza Strip, wounding eight Pales.formed the Arabs that Israel would tinians and an Israeli soldier. Palesonly resume negotiations. after a tinian officials said Israeli tanks
.cease-fire held for eight weeks, shelled Palestinian terr\tory in two
rather than th~- proposed four,
different places. The Reuters news
' ":Aiab leaders said they would agency reported .that Palestinians
consult on ·the.Isra_eli countl!r~pro ·_fired two mor~ar bombs at a Jewish
posals~ but ex:pressed skepticism: settlement in Gaza,: but there wen~
that progress could be made.
no casualties.
"There has been movement but
T:-vo bombs explo~e,d near _Jew-

Historically, fighting flares in
the Mideast when peace talks
progress, or are expected to, as antipeace radicals try to undermine any
success. While the current Arab proposal is given little chance of succeeding, it has been embraced in
recent days only becaus,e nothing
else appears to have the potential
to stop the spiraling violence.
U.S. Secretary of State Colin
Powell told Congress last week that
American officials were watching
developments on the plan very
closely. He expressed hope that the
two sides realized their present
strategies would not end the conflict.
The joint Egyptian-Jordanian
truce plan was proposed earlier this
month. Endorsed by the Palestin. ians, it calls for a ceasefire after Is. rael lifts its blockades around Palestinian cities, halts all Jewish
settlement activity in the West
Bank and.Gaza and agrees to re'sume peace talks where they left
·off urider former Prime Minister
Ehud Barak.
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FRESHMAN JENNA DIRR INSPIRES, OTHERS TO TAKE A STEP BACK AND GIVE SERVICE TO :OTHERS A TRY
BY MELISSA MOSKO
the form of educating and inspir- · On campus, Dirr is involved in
News Features Editor .
ing the people arouncJ her to take , numerous clubs and activities that
Freshman Jenna Dirr may not action against social injustice, relate to the experiences she. has
have a carpet or television.in her sometimes a very Jc:n1ely and iso- had.
..
· While working at the Dorothy
room, but she couldn'.t be happier. ·• Iating task;
"I was made aware that you can .
"Whenl came back and was ex- Day House on the Annual Fund,
go without," she said. "It makes periencing the culture shock, I be- she participates in Circle K, St.
people here uncomfortable when came frustrated when people didn't Vincent De Paul, Earth bread,
you talk about people that don't understand," Dirr said. "Sometimes . Voices ofSolidarity, Amnestylnhavecat'petodightswitches,people · itseems like people don't want to ternatiorial, Namaste,·sherpas and
that don't understand what locks bother with the hassle of caring."'
Habitat for Humanity.
·· are, people that don't· know what
. Dirr and the three other students
Dirr also organizes mini-Service
; plumbing is ·-:--- we can't even from the UnitedStates continue to Leaming experiences,. ushers at
~fathom not having· these things we sponsor a family they met in Ethio- student Masses, .is .leading .the
/faake for granted."·
·pia. Dirr's child, Elias, was on the GetAway retreat next year and wiH
'. This past July, Dirr and .three brink of death before World Vision ,be an RAin Brockman Hall. ·
other students from the United ~tepped in.
. On top of this hefty load of
States were removed·
from·
their
com-·
·
"He
was
giventwo
weeks
to
live,
clubs
and activities, Dirr still finds
.
.
fortable lives and sent to Ethiopia, but with the support World Vision time to work· at various locations
•.·a country ravaged by hunger, pov- was able to give him, he was able · in downtown Cincinnati, working ·.
·. erty arid disease. The four had been to pull through," she said. "But as. with the homeless, hungry and vicchosen by World Vision to experi- much as I would love to go back tims of poverti
• ence life without the amenities they and live with Elias in Ethiopia, I
Dirr attributes a great deal of~er ·
were so used to.
know that I'm supposed to be here vision and energy to her religious
and spiritual beliefs. ·
Now, Dirr's challenges come in to educate and inspire people~;,
"My religfon plays.abig part in
what I do because I lead by ex- .
ample," she said. "I. feel like ev-.
eryone is my brother and sister in
Christ."
"Every single person is made in
God's image, and our society can. not keep opp·n~ssing people like it
does. Everyone deserves to have
food our world produces so
much but so much goes to waste
because of greed and a profit driven· ·
society."
Dirr believes that although persorial interaction is a key component to change, we need to look at
the bigger picture..
.
.
WORLD VISION/DEBBIE DIEDERICH
"Where changes need to be
"I soon realized thata smile means the same thing in
made,"· she said, "is in law and
every language," Dirr said regarding her stay in
people so that we can change the

Ethiopia.

WORLD VISION/DEBBIE DIEDERICH

Freshman Jenna Dirr believes that she may only be one
person, but she can· make a big difference in someone's life.
big scale. There has to be a counterbalance with personal interaction."
. Dirr encourages people to step
out' oftheir comfort zone of what
they know and what they've done·
and try something different.
"If you just try to make yourself
aware and try things, and keep an
open mind and step out Of your
comfort zone, I guarantee that you
will find a lot of joy and a lot of
satisfaction that you ·Won't find

anywhere else," said Dirr.
"College is about discovering
yourself and trying new things,"
she said, "so you just have to make
sure that you are willing to keep an
open mind and not complain and
. not take things for granted. You
probably won't be able to under. stand how another person feels, but
you can still make yourself aware
and just think about how much yo ti
take for granted."

Here the rriembers of your friendly Newswire staff share their deepest secrets, greatest
ambitions ... and a few other things they probably should have kept to themselves.

l gi-ve it two thumbs
ADVISER MIKE KAISER FINDS HIS PASSION· IN CINCIN~ATI JOURNALISM BY MELISSA MOSKO
· News Features Editor

"I really wanted to be a history ·.
professor," said Mike Kaiser, adviser to The Newswire staff.
"I majored in history at Fordhain
as an undergraduate, then l got a
job as a copy boy for The Buffalo
"I will always call Buffalo my
writing skills as a staff writer for
News, and thought, 'Hey, I might the New York State Assembly.
hometown, but you guys have some
want to do this,"' Kaiser said.
All the toil and strife eventu- great things going for you in CinAlthough he never realized his .ally ied Kaiser to Cincinnati, where cinnati," Kaiser said. "Cincinnati
dreams of academia, Kaiser has
asKaisersaid,"Theweatheris JOO . is an exceptional city with so much
been involved in many different
percent better than in Buffalo. You to offer - fine universities (wink, ·
aspects of the media.
guys don't know what real snow wink), entertainment offerings and
Born and raised in Buffalo, N.Y.,
great sports."
is."
Kaiser worked for the New York
Of all his responsibilities, The
Kaiser began at the copy desk
State Legislature in theLegislative
at The Cincinnat! Post and is now Newswire may just be the most gloPublic Relations and fine-tuned his
rious.
the news editor.

•••

AND OF COURSE THE NEWSWIRE

"It's so much fun to
work with The Newswire
students," Kaiser said.
"They are so bright and interesting, and most of all
because we get to attend
the Collegiate· Media Association conferences."
· "I love working with
the Xavier students," Kaiser said, "I know the future :, . .·
is in good hands."

Kaiser, right, was asked
to man The Newswire
after the previous
adviser left to tackle
the UC student
newsp~per.
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Changing defeat into hope
.
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.

CROWD

· Xavier University Campus Profile

"

. FOUR XAVIER WOMEN ARE WORKING TO BRING ABOUT RACIAL AND SOCIAL EQUALITY IN A CITY TORN BY HATE
hom~work club; education major
Melissa Faµsnight has overcome
their fear of outsiders and discov. As Cincinnati's racial gulf hit ered that she can go beyond what
international headlines this spdng, she's learning in methods class to
four Xavier Ai'.neriCorps members · meet the needs of children with Ii ves
were quietly working to create some and outlooks t<?tally different from
radically different dynamics in this her own:
city - fellowship and hope.
All four XU women are members
In an Over-the-Rhine GED class of the Urbari Appalachian Council's
just days after the demonstrations, ProjectACEAmeriCorps team, tulaughter and affection bubbled up roring people in Cincinnati neighas XU junior Melissa Williams borhoods where drop-out rates of
strategized with a group of neigh- 70 percent or more go hand-inborhood mothers on where to get hand with·urban poverty ..
more door prizes for the street fair
Their charge is to help inner-city
they were planning to publicize- people reach goals that often resafe summer activities for children quire a heroic commitment. "So
living just b!Ocks away from where many students inspire me," sa:id
Tfniothy Thomas was shot.·
Sittner, describing the teen who
Across town in the East End, XU takes three buses each way to get
junior Amity Sittner was working to class, and the married couple with the evening GED class when raising six children - who get a ·Junior Melissa Williams, right, coached Valerie Williams, cE;?nter, to passing her GED.
20-year old Amanda came flying sitter twice a week to cometo study
Williams' achievement inspired her daughter-in-law Hillary, right, to take the exam.
through the door crying, "Amity! I with her. Maureen's 27-year-old
passed the GED! l had to come tell student, Brenda, has just passed her volunteer experience adds to the do A!lleriCorps to gain insight into
your'
GED - realizing a goal she's been value of my coursework, much of the lives and resources of inner-city
In Lower Price Hill, Xavier aluin struggling toward for over 11 years which_ is on peace and justice," said children. "I could teach them more
Maureen Sartor rejoiced when one while raising three . severely Sittner, who is considering doing a in a school, but I wouldn't get to
of her students, whose self-esteem troubled children ___,_two bipolar second year of AmeriCorps. "If you see them like this. This is the real .
rose with her academic skills, con- and one mute. Overjoyed, Brenda volunteer only one day a week it's child, acting at his comfort level. It
tided that she had decided to break is determined to go on to college not the same as being immersed in allows you to meet them as themoff her relationship with an abusive for a degree in special education.
people' s lives and seeing the im- selves, in the community, and in
· man.
.
"I was worried it would be too pact of structures on communities." their context."
Winning the hearts of a .band of much to do 20 hours a week of com"It's really valuable," agreed
Appalachian children in a nearby · munity service, but I find that my Melissa Fausnight, who decided to

.BY ARIEL MILLER
Guest Writer

GOOD LUCK ONALL THE TESTS,
PAPERS AND PROJECTS ON WHICH
YOU'VE BEEN' PROCRASTINATING
·ALL SEMESTER. WE FEEL YA.
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Come in and experience the power of High Performance Tanning!
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Feel Good

~-------------------~ --------------------~
Present this coupon and save
Present this coupon ahd save
1
1
1
1
1
1

$5. 0
0 0 FF . ..
.

I

I

' any 1Ovisitpackage at regular
1
: price with or without a facial tanner . :
1 Valid with coupon only. Not valid
1
: with any other offer or coupon.
:

10o/o 0 FF ·

I

any lotion product at regular price. 1
Valid with coupon only. Not valid
: ·
with any other offer or coupon.
·1
:

--------------------- ---------------------

Conveniently located minutes from Xavier in Mt.. L·ookout square.
From Xavier
we are located at 3195 Linwood Ave. Take Dana Ave cross over
Madison Rd. to 0 bservatory. Take a right on Linwood Ave go
·straight into Mt. Lookout squa~e. W e are behind one Eyed Jacks.
Pull in by CVS Pharmacy and go around the back of building.

CALL SCOTT,. . OUR AD
GURU, AT 745-356.1 TO ·
·.··RESERVE YOUR SPOT IN
XAVIER NEWSWIRE.
,.

(51.3) 871- 0999

'

·.

; '.THE

In Mt. Lookout Square ·3195 Linwood Avenue in rear of building

.We are still accepting
applications for

SELF STORAGE FOR
THE SUMMER

.Fall 2001

Within walking ·
distance to campus!
Special rates for
Xavier students!

.It's a·Step.

All Climate EZ Stor

Jbe Next Step.

1720 Dana Avenue

call for information and to R.S.V.P. 212-229-5462
72 Fifth Avenue New York, N.Y. 1oon
035 . ·

·

·

ww·w. newschoo"I. eclu/m i I ano

·

.

·.

396-7867
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Reasons Vihy

you should stop
smoking.
10

other friends inhale your second hand smoke.

9 other things you could be

8- other ~hings

spending your $-on.

you could do with -your hands.

-

7body parts that are affected by cigarettes.

6 other things ~ou could be
5out

of

doing with your mouth.

20 people will get lung cancer this year.

4 other 'thi.ngs to -\~orry~ about while you' re in college.
3 other states tha~ have banned sm~king in public places.
2 other

things that smell as bad as a smoker's bre.ath.

1 of these reasons

should be enough to convince you.

This Ad was supported by Grant/Cooperative Agreement Number 99038 from the Centers of Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). Its contents
are soley the responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent the official views of the CDC.

Call XU's Tobacco Risk Reduction Program at x3599 if you'd like to quit.

IF YOU THINK ANIGHT
IN AFOXHOLE IS TOUGH,
TRY ALIFETIME IN ACUBICLE.
The U.S. Army offers 212 different career opportuniti~s
in fields ranging from medicine I. construction and law
enforcement to accounting, engineering and intelligence.
You'll be trained. Then you'll use those skills from the -·
first day on the job. lt's·a great way to start moving in
the direction you want to go.

Find One of 212 Ways to Be- A Soldier
at GOARMY.COM
or call 513-731-4400.
Contact your local recruiter.
And we'll help you find what's best for you.
·...
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Shady crime statistics
Why does the Xavier administration feel it's necessary for its
Big Brother hand to extend over
everything in our lives, including skewing crime information'
and treating .students like children?
If a victim of sexual assault
talks to a Residence Life staff
person, Residence Life does not
have to report the crime to anyone if the victim does not want
to. But Residence Life keeps statistical in formation internally, which
does not help
anyone
at
Xavier to understand therealities of date
rape, sexual haZS
rassment or
narcotics used
as weapons of
sexual assault that are a reality at
.every college in the country.
Campus Police is not covering up any crime at Xavier that
they know about. But Ca~pus
Police is not privy to internal statistics collected by Residence
Life or the dean of students. Our
campus is following the law, but
is it right?
The Newswire does not know,
about incidents of sexual assault
at Xavier. We know none have.
been reported to Campus Police:
But we do not know what are in
these confidential statistics.
Being a-victim qf any crime is
nothing to be ashamed of. The
Newswire wants to protect the
rights of victims. We do not want
victims of sexual assault to incur
any further trauma by releasing

their names or information. But we at
The Newswire want the student body
to have access to and know about any
violent crime that is not being reported to Campus Police.
Since our disciplinary system is
confidential, no student knows about
any penalties leyeled to students.
Furthermore, we cannot find out if
justice has been done for the students
who have been found responsible for
crime.
From one abuse of power to the.
·next: Whereas the university tries to
downplay ·the
amount of violent
crime which takes
place on campus,
,:Xavier Police, on
t.
the other hand,
?"
seemingly go out
of their way to cite
off-campus students for anything
that pops into their
heads.
How can the Xavier Police have
the jurisdiction to cite off-campus
students for parties; noise violations
and disrespect (better check your
handbooks for that one) when the
. Norwood Police move on without
incident?
How many students are really
aware of the laws contained in the
student ..~andb()ok_? These u~;a"."are
off-campus (which wouldjqiply
Campus Police should but.t oiit) students never signed a contract guaranteeing they would uphold Xavier's
morals at all times. ·
In what has been a constant theme
through out the year, the university
seems to have its priorities mixed up,
pushing the students to the
backburner once again.

..• Ill BE GRADUATING
CUM LAUDE Wlnl· A.
14A:J'OR IN BUSINESS,
I WAS PRESIDENT or
THE DEBATE. CLUB•••
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Pamphlet unfairly one-sided
I am sorry to say that when I why didn't you? If The Newswire
opened my copy of The Newswire passes· out pro-life pamphlets,then
last Wednesday; I was disgusted. I where are the pro-choice ones?
am talking about the "Friends for
I realize that we go to a Jesuit
Life" pamphlet that was distributed university, but The Newswire is a
with the newspaper. I have always student publication, and I don't
enjoyed The Newswire 's impartial
stance on all sensitive issues on
campus. Both sides of any controversial issue have always been adequately represented. But when a
ne..yspaper distrib,utes something
choice~
so biatantly. one-sid~d. they lose
an
the right to call themselves a neutral voice on campus.
I could go on about how half of
.the statistics in the pamphlet are
wrong. I could tell you about how
a girl is 10 times more likely to die
from coming to term and giving think you had the students' best inbirth than having an abortion. I terest at heart when you passed out
could tell you that less that on~ in this closed-minded booklet with
10,000 abortions result with the . your normally wonderful newspaper.
serious side effects the pamphlet A real medical professional would
was talking about. I could tell you tell a young girl about the potential
that abortion is the most common side effects, both physical and menoutpatient operation in this coun- tal, of any choice she made. In fact,
try. But what I want to know is, law requires that clinics such as

"This is the true
meaning ofpro\There-are
options given and
educated choice is
made. "

p

G
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Planned Parenthood give information about all options, including
abortion, adoption and keeping
the child. This is the true meaning
of pro-choice. There are options
given and an educated choice is
made.
·
Publications such as the one
you distributed give girls no such
choice. They exaggerate.statistics
to scare girls out of abortions. Now,
these people are also entitled to
their opinions. But when' the
','right" choice is brought about by
deliberate manipulation and falsification, then r'can't understand
what is so morally right ·about it.
What scares me the most is, because this topic is considered so
taboo, young girls often don't receiye all of the information. This
information is suppressed on purpost;. I· would hate to think this
pamphlet was what a woman's
choic.e is solely based upon. That
would be a true crime.
- Sarah Fallon

Class of. '03

S T

Pig Roast 2001 is right around etarian produce will be available in
the corner! It's only four days away, copious amounts.
so there are a lot of things to think
The T-shirts are awesome. Dan
about. As you can imagine, orga- McKay,.one of Xavier's mbst fabu. nizing a huge party like the Pig lous artists, came up with the design.
Roast involves a lot of details. We
There will be plenty of beer .:_
have to combine our resources to 60 kegs of Miller Lite, to be exact.
make this year's bash the best ever. You don't have to be concerned
The Pig Roast, which will be about waiting in line.
held at 792 · North Fred
The forecast for this Saturday
Shuttlesworth
Circle,
is calls. for sunny skies .and temperaeverybody's party. It's a great op- tures in the mid- .to high 70s.
. portunity for freshmen, sophoTo cover all costs of the event,
mores, juniors and. se11iors to get we're hoping to raise about $6000.
together and have a really fun time. . We'·re a bit shy of our goal. If we do
If you're thinking about making exceed our expectations, all leftover
other plans for this weekend, money has been promised to the
please reconsider. Here are several kids at Washington Park School in
reasons why you might want to Over-the~Rhine.
contribute to and get festive at this
All sorts of recreational events
year's Pig Roast:
have been planned. You'll have the
After setting the pig on fire last opportunity to play badminton, do
year and totally charring it, we've some hoola-hoopin,' get all wet on
learned a few things. This time the Slip 'N' Slide, compete in a Beer
around, only expert chefs will be Guy/Gal tournament, and wrestle
involved in the preparation of the around with your friends in a pool
pig.
full of Jello.
If you don't eat meat, much less
Our very own 2-Day Panic Attack
pig-on-a-skewer, don't worry. Veg- will be playing.

The positive aspects of Pig
Roast 2001 don'~ end there.
Many of our neighbors from
Avondale, Evanston and
Norwood will be on hand this
Saturday, so we'll be able to do
some community-building. This
year's Pig Roast falls on May 5,
or Cinco de Mayo, as they say in
Spanish. Cinco de Mayo commemorates the day on which
Mexico gained its independence.
So along with rejoicing about
our love for each other and celebrating the end of a great year,
we'll also be recognizing human
liberation.
For more information, give us
a call at 751-5335 or 861-1716 ..
-Kyle Bates
-Aaron Bauer
-Adam Law
- Kevin McEnery
- Eric Newcomer
-Teo Ruscin
-Tim Twomey
- Michael Walton
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Social activists make an impact·
At the beginning of the school
year, I.felt overwhelmed by the fact
my ideals .for social justice were
not visibly shared by many others
at Xavier. Where were the feminist
groups? Did anyone care about
the anti-globalization movement?
Where were the activists? I was a
foreigner at Xavier; I wanted to
leave and find a home some~here
else.
I briefly mention this as a. direct contrast to the realities that
are coming to their own fruition at
the end of this year and the
progress made. As a nu~qib_er of the
Not With Our Money campaign, I
firmly believe we are acting as a
catalyst to. a. new tradition tha.t
.shall bestow itself upon the Xavier
community: social ai;tivism. A
week ago, a reporter from the national magazine Mother Jones.
stated Xavier was being considered for its annual ~·Top Ten Colleges for Social Activism." The
consensus from our group· feels
that even the consideration to be
on the list is an incredible step and
is reflective of the direction this
university is taking.
This is particularly exemplified
in Fr. Graham's racial crisis forum
that was held two weeks ago. With
standing room only, students were
able to understand the importance
of accountability and how we, the
Xavier community, perpetuate existing forms of racism through our

contract with Sodexho. By supporting a corporation that has deep interests in the funding of for-profit,
private prisons, our contractual
agreements run contrary to our
goals for eliminating all forms of
soc'ial oppression and-modern-day
slavery that plagues our society.
With the racial uprising in Cincinnati, our whole community was
reminded of the bleak reality of racism and classism we suffer beneath

Why do none of the All Card
machines work? Additionally, the
vending and laundry machines do
not take All Cards regularly or
consistently. It is very frustrating
to put laundry in ·a washing machine and then have it not work.

about Marriott and whatnot, however, it is getting alittle annoying.
What do these people think is going to happen? All they are doiilg
is messing up our campus with ugly
chalk drawings. Maybe· you all
should do something positive
about the situation, and remember
the Cafe pizza is good.

·'1firmly believe we
·.. are acting as a
cataljst to a new
tradition that shall
bestow itselfupon the
Xavier communi'ty:
social activism. "
each .and every day. So in many
ways, the racial and social divides
that have erupted these past weeks
have brought our Xavier community much closer together in recognizing the duty we have as a Jesuit
community in teaching social justice by living justly. Given this,
along with the sheer enthusiasm
that was generated, the forum was
exemplary of the goals Jesuit universities seek fron:i their students:

The ability to synthesize knowledge and act in concert with this
"consciousness.''
At a meeting Not With Our
Money members had with ~r. Graham on April 30, our president.
posed the question "How do we
confront the ongoing injustice
that is ~resent in our world?"
Given my position, it is obvious I
want the immediate termination
of Sodexho's contract at Xavier
University. Yet understanding the
context of my opinion is equally
as important as confronting the
Sodexho issue. ,
w~ ~s s'tucient~,' fact!Jty arid ad-.
ministrators have an incredible .
opportunity (and moral obliga-·
tion) to acknowledge the systematic injustice of our S()ciety based·
on gender, race, class and sexual
orientation. In turn, by acknowledging these social Injustices, we
have the power to create an alternative model in whiCh our society can function: a model rooted
in justice.and carried out through
our actions, policies, contracts,
etc. Xavier is getting there - students, faculty and administrators
are beginning to understand the
injustice of private prisons, the
inherent dignity of university
workers and the necessity to put
these values into action.
-:- Patrick Cooper
Class of '04

R A N T S

There are not enough copy
machines on this campus. And
when ,YOU do find one it only accepts All Cards and not dimes Hke
every other copier in the world.
And don't think the new "Kinkos
Center" will solve our problems
because it sucks and is too expen~
sive.
I know people feel .strongly

I don!t give a damn about private prisons or the convicts in there.
If I lose my pizza, I'm gonna be
pissed.
Two words: potholes.
Doesn't Xavier have enough
money without bleeding the stu-

dents dry with parking tickets,
fines, tution increases, expensive
books and expensive parking
passes that don't really mean anything?
When I go to the. Coke machine and press the Diet Coke
botton, my hope is to receive a
Diet Coke. This is not the case on
this campus._ I don't 'even know
how many Sprites I have gotten: I
hate Sprite and it is a poor substitute for Diet Coke. Please fix this.
There are no cool classes being offered for next semester. Why
can't this school have good options?
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Equality goes for artists too Fraternity for rights
.

BY BRIAN FAUST
l)iversions Editor

Even as I sit down to write this
letter, I contemplate the validity of
the issue. But as I read week after
week the gripes, complaints and
grievances of students on all issues
of campus life, I feel that I too have
a right to express my opinion. And
at the very least, this time it's about
a somewhat different issue.
Several weeks ago I attended the
"Celebration of Student Research,"
held in the mighty Cintas. Center,
to congratulate those students who
have spent time working on specialized projects under the guidance of
advisers. While this is such a marvelous event, and one that all attendees should be proud of, I
walked away ashamed and baffled.
The problem is I am an art major.
W~ile standing near my assigned
table, representing my department
with a mere one other student, I encountered so many positive and
encouraging words ... all being
said to other people.
I was not at all shocked that the
majority of people passed over my
research work without stopping,
looking or asking. I was, however,
shocked by comments such as, "So
... why are you 'guys' here?".or perhaps, "What's that?!? ... Oh, it's just
art, nevermina." Either overheard
or spoken directly to me, it makes
me wonder what would possess
someone, at such an innocent· and
honorable event, to be· so closedminded and negative. I had thought
all along that my work and research
. were legitimate, time-consuming
and valid. However, I found out on
this day that my work, my inspiration and my final products of effort
apparently are not worthy of the title
of "real research" or even as being
considered "academic" simply be-

cause they cannot be found in
books or lab manuals.
So many times in my three years ·
here I have had people say to me,
"I would do your homework any
day! You 're work is so easy and
fun!" Now I will not lie, I do (at
most times) enjoy thoroughly what
Ido in my major classes. However,
isn't this true for anyone, since most
people are proud of the fruits of
their labor? I often wonder if this
ignorance is because we i!l the art
department are a sort of mystery to

"While standing
near my assigned
table, representing
my departme'.lt with
a m·ere one other
student, I
encountered so many
positive and
encouraging words ...
all being said to
other people."
the rest of campus. Maybe,
through some shared information,
we could clear some things up. ,
First, we don't have tests (at
least in our studio courses). While
trying to control my revelry and
sheer joy at this, I often pray for
such shorf·lived painful examinations. We in the .art department have
''crits" or critiques. Basically it is
the equivalent of taking your
homework for the past several
weeks and pinning it to a cork
board and having the whole class

.
gather around you to dissect what
you've done wrong; anywhere from
10-30 minutes dedicated and set
aside for each of us, how special!
But tests are worse, right?
Also, our classes are twi~e the
length, twice as many times per
week. Most classes on this campus
add up to 150 minutes per week of
in-class time total. Our studio
classes are 150 minutes, but twice
a week. Our i~.-class time is
doubled, and our contact hours
(time spent in studio between
classes) is a mandated five hours a
week minimum (and I do highly
stress minimum) per class.
Finally, and as I see it, most challenging, is the fact that our grades .
can be, and sometimes are, subject
to the whim and. mood of the
teacher that day. In almost any other
class you c~n take a test, get a wrong
answer (hell, even an essay can be
graded somewhat objectively) and
know why you got it wrong. Not in
art. You might just end up with a
"C," and why? Because the teacher
just "felt like that's what it was."
I don't. mean to start a childish
game of comparisons, but perhaps
most people do not know exactly
what being an art major entails. I
.am not looking for a pat on the back
or a certificate of achievement. I
recognize that every major at this
scho~l is quite rigorous and has its
individual hardships. It is because_
of this that I wish people would also
consider an art degree to be in the
category.
Since everyone else seems to
write in and proclaim printed visions of a perfect campus with diversity, acceptance and equality for
all I hoped that everyone would be
included.wh.en handing out respect.

Contradictions of our campus

,;.1·.

We at 925 Marion Ave., known · fore the judicial review bo-~fdi"~e
to most as DTC (Delta Tau Chi); have been called before Dr. Luther
have very ·actively supported free Smith; and we have been tried and
press at Xavier; therefore, it is most fined in such a way that violates
crucial fpr u~ to write one last edi- the student handbook. Ch!ef Couch
torial before the summer finally and his enforcers of campus secuarrives;
rity have undoubtedly targeted us.
To start off, we would like to Because they have ignored our perthank The Newswire, especially spective and our rights, and sought
those overseeing the editorial out to destroy us, Campus Security
pa:ge, for continually supporting inadvertently created DTC, an unour cause. They published every- derground, unofficial fraternity,
thing we submitted, and usually whose sole purpose is to protest the
restrained from editing too much. fact that the administration and
One editorial referred to Chief Campus Police (and doesn't that
Couch ~s b~ing unethical, and I title imply that they should restrict
could not believe they actually their bullying to campus?) ignore
published the statement. At first I students' rights. We protest in the
was somewhat worried; but look- form of partying and by humoring
ing back on it, I wish it were one of ourselves with. such· mockeries as
those quotes they highlight, or our campaign for SGA executive
even the title.
positions. We gratefully thank Cam~
We would also like to thank ev- pus Police for ensuring that we.had
eryone who attended any of our more fun this year than should be
events this year. Every time you possible. With an approaching hearcame to our house and enjoyed ing~ we have decided to move out
yourself, even slightly, you were and turn the house over to a group
standing up for the oft-downtrod- of interested UC student~. This is
den rights of the. student body.
the only way Delta can continue its
Finally we would like to thank . cause without continual harassXavier "2.5." The day we move.d ment; threats and fines.
in they began to harass us. A neighI still recall one of Chief Couch's
bor, who is, in their own words; "a visits to our house, when he asked,
chronic caller," - - - - - - - - - - - - - "Why do you
complained
"D
guyseventhrow
that we were
t.
parties?" For

h h ·

vecause ey ave
setting up for a
idnored our.
most of.the year
party, as we
6
I have pondered
the nature of that
were moving in. perspective and our
He continued
question, and I
to make ille- rights, and sought oui- still have not
gitimate com:
J
C
figured out how
plaints, report- to uestroy us,
ampus someone could
S
·
even ask it.
ing such occurrences as "a
ecurrty
However, I have
bouncing ball" inadvertently created . finally formuor "a grill being .
lated some kind
turned on." Of
D TC, an
of an answer: If,
course, t.here
J
·
d
when I come to.
were
times
unuergroun '
that pofnt in my
life, as Chief
.when we really fa-atern. if1~ whose sole_
were a little too
"JJ
Couch
has,
loud or we were purpose is to protest
when I have lost
out on the
perspective on
porch a little
the fact that the
the importance
too late. But a Jm,;n;shflr1t,i'on and
of being social
don't we have
u; ,, ,, "',,,,
and having fun, '
the same rights Campus Police ionore
.then I will surely
as anyone else
6
not have any de. students' rights. "
sfre to party and
i n the neigh-

Truth be told, my education at to your and your lover's astrologi- gard to sexual orientation.!'
This university's mi.ssion 'stateXavier has been a good one, char- cal signs), both of which could be
acterized by intelligent and found prominently display~d on . ment is very clear in asserting that
thought-provoking professors and the shelves this semester. I suppose students are its top priority. I'm
a campus life wherein I could bliss- Jesuit ideals are no match for sorry to say that the new bronze
fully ignore (most of the time) the administration's capitalistic ideals, statue of Father Hoff will not develop 1. my "intellectual skills for.
politics that accompany running a eh?
The administration does not al- ... service in the Kingdom of God";
Jesuit university. No, not even
·will live an emXavier's own bureaucracy was low the health center .to distribute 2. "critical attention to the under- borhood? If this
bittered, lonely
enough to send me running for the birth control of any kind (all to- lying philosophical and theologi- neighbor were
hills - its shady politics couldn't gether now: abstinence, absti- cal implications of issues"; 3. "a chronically calling the police with and hermit-like existence. This
outweigh Xavier's positive aspects. nence, RAH RAH RAH!), yet the world view that is oriented to re- such complaints about "real citi- means the brief period in my life in
Yet, I now put iny hard-earned ob- center hosts a bevy of STD pam- sponsible action"; 4. "an under- . zens," he would be the one pun- which I am to enjoy myself is
servational skills to· the task of phlets. I guess prevention. really standing and communication of ished, and if we were "real citizens" shrinking and I need to party as
moral and religious values"; or 5. we would be aloud to sit on our much· as I can before I grow stubpointing out some painful contra~ isn't the best medicine ...
Xavier's "welcoming stale~ "a sense of the whole person." Sadly, front porch in the evenings and born and unethical. Though I doubt
dictions on Xavier's campus that will ever happen to me.
some recent, some eternal. Why? . ment" regarding sexual orientation all it will do is add to the mass of occasionally be a little loud.
The truth is we were just like any
One would think that "Xavier
Maybe it's simple vengeance on that stated unequivocally that, "As a white male icons scattered across
Campus Security" exists to look other student at this university benameless and faceless "administra- Catholic and Jesuit University, this campus.
tion," which, while far removed Xavier University must always and
You have brought to this insti- out for the well-being of its stu- fore this year. As residents of Cin. from my experience at Xavier, still will always avoid any attempts by tution dedicated, demanding and dents. But they never once stood cinnati, we sought pleasant and
has the ability to shape, oppress and external civil judicial bodies to inspiring professo~s whose top pri- up for us. They explained, "We mutually respectful relationships
_:_let's face it·- prostitute this uni- determine how it may or may not ority is fulfilling your mission state- understand, but it is your responsi- with our neighbors. The funny thing
versity to the highest bidder.
conduct itself according to its spe- ment. You've brought together a di- billty to reach mediation, and if we is if we lived perhaps on Brewster
The administration has decided cial religious identity.'~ Yet, the versely. skilled group of receive further complaints, we will or in some other less affluent neighthat selling condoms in the· univer- small Jesuit university Boston Col- hardworking students, .eager to have no choice but to cite you." So borhood where Xavier's expansive
sity bookstore does not align to lege (whose president, ironically, change the world in their own we reached mediation, and we were building interests didn't lie, where
Xavier's Jesuit ideals. However, the has been named as this year's com- unique ways. Given your success commended. Then they came after students just like us throw occaadministration apparently has no mencement speaker), states in their in these arenas, you really mustn't us for underage consumption. So sional parties, we would not have
problem allowing the bookstore · non-gi~crimination clause that, "in be surprised when these students, we began to check IDs at all of our been forced into confrontation with
(which caters to a largely unmar- a manner faithful to the Jesuit, armed with newly acquired critical-. parties.: Then they came after us the university. In its petty persecuried student population) to sell self- Catholic principles and values that thinking abilities, take notice when with another chronic caller a quar- tion of students, Xavier University
hel p titles such as Dr. Ruth sustain its mission and heritage, you fail to live up to your own stan- ter-mile from our house. They ex- has created us, and now they must
plained we were responsible for ·live with it.
Westheimer's Sex for Dummies and. Boston College is in compliance . dards.
- The Residents of 925
---:. Erin Ryan foot traffic and the unwise actions
Sex Signs (a guide to matching with applicable state laws providMarion Avenue
Class of 'OJ of others. We have been called beyour sexual desires and appetites ing equal opportunity without re-
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CALL 745.;.3561 TO
PURCHASE AD SPACE IN THE
XAVIER NEWSWIRE AND
BASK IN THE GLOW OF FREE
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Golf signs three·
The Xavier women's golf
team recently added three recruits for next season's golf team.
First-year head coach Tony
Kountz is very excited about the
class and expects all three golf~
ers to have an immediate impact.
"This class is going to make
us a heck of a lot more competitive. This is probably the best recruiting class Xavier has ever had
in terms of scoring ability," said
Kountz.
Abby Fowler comes to XU
from Medford, Ore. where she accumulated an impressive list of
accomplishments. She took
home medalist honors at the Klamath Basin Junior Championship
. and I'IAJC State Qualifier.
Fowler also finished second at
the Max-Fli PGA Qualifier and
placed 18th atthe 2000 Oregon
HS State Championship;
Sarah
Sparks,
of
Kendallville, Ind. was named
First Team All-State as· a senior
after finishing ninth overall at
the Indiana State ChampiOnships. Sparks also put together a
regular season run in which she
finished first in 16 of 17 matches.
Emily Shoplik, from Pittsburgh, captured the WPIAL
Championship and placed
fourth overall at the Pennsylvania State Championship. These
performances earned the southpaw honors as First Team 'Allstate and All-City.

Juco commits
Mike Hayes, a 6-8 power forward, verbally committed to
Xavier from Cowley County
Community College in Arkansas
City, Kan .. Last season, the Hartford, Conn. native averaged 13.6
points and 11.5 rebounds. "He's
a rebounder deluxe," Russ Blake
of JucoJuilction.com said, "What
he will give them is a consistent
rebounding effort, and he's pretty
fast from-baseline to baseline, so
he fits in with their system
nicely."
· Hayes could become XU's
top front-court resei:ve and allow
Kevin Frey to play some ·minutes
at the small forward. He has been
compared to former XU forward
Aaron Turner because of his versatility and rebounding prowess.
Since Hayes has not returned
his signed letter of intent form;
though, he is not bound to
Xavier, and is said to be looking
at other schools while he waits
out the XU coaching search.
If Hayes chooses to sign, he
would join forward Will Caudle,
and guards Keith Jackson and
Jaison Williams as the new recruits for next season's team.
Caudle and Jackson are also rumored to be considering bailing
out of their commitments, al~
though each would have to sit
out a year.

-Matt Miller
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Baseball stumbles down the stretch
.

.

.

·Musketeers fail to pullout of sev~rzthplace in conferen·te
BY ANTHONY MOSKO

Aridres and Greenwell each went
three for four while Greenwell and
Sues picked up the Musketeers'
only RBI. Sophomore K~vin Cave
(3-5) picked up the loss. with seven
hits and four earned runs.

Sports Writer

Losing three of their last five
has been all too familiar for the
Xavier baseball team (20-28).Winning streaks have been short lived
and, at one time, the Musketeers
dealt with a nine-game losing
streak in late March. Conditions
still aren't favorable f~r Xavier;
dangling seven games out of first
place in the Atlantic 10 with only
four conference match-ups left.

FORDHAM 11, XAVIER 10

With the bases loaded in the top
of the first, Andres doubled home
two Musketeers to take an early
lead. Sues added to that lead with a
two. run RBI single, making the
score 4-0. However, timely hitting
and execution, slowly but surely,
INDIANA STATE 11, XU 9
brought the Rams b~ck into the
The Musketeers held Indiana
game.
State (23-19) to only three runs in
With Xavier leading 6-4 in the
six innings before giving up eight
top of the seventh, three hits "and a
to the Sycamores in the final three
pair of errors helped Fordham tie
innings, losing 11-9. Home runs
the game. In the bottom of the inby Indiana State's Kevin Egli and
·ning, Tedford doubled 'to reclaim
Jason Frame in the first and third
the Xavier lead. ·
innings, respectively, off sen.ior
· The following inning, Raih (3Jeff Barger were the only Sycamore
7) gave up a triple to score three
runs through five innings.
runs, contributing to a five~run inDown 2-0, senior Jeff Crandell
ning• that gave the Rams the lead
lined a two-run double to left field
for good. Xavier threatened in the
to tie the game. Crandell was later
bottom of the inning when Andres
brought home by sophomore Matt
knocked in two runs and Crandell
Tedford to take the lead. Crandell
batted in ~n RBI, but the rally
hit his second double of the game
stopped just one run short.
with senior Ty Brenning on first.
Raih earned the loss for Xavier,
Sophomore Mark Andres cleared
giving up seven earned runs off 12
the bases with a single to center,
hits in eight innings on the mound.
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY SARAH RICHTER
giving the Mus~eteers a 5-2 lead.
The
loss, however, did not over~ith the game tied in the top of
Senior third baseman Ty Brenning prepares for the incoming
shadow Andres' huge game. The
the eighth, a pair of home runs pitch against Fordham on Saturday. ·
senior first baseman went three for
given up by sophomore Jarret S1:1es
four with five RBI and is tied with .
gave Indiana State a five-run lead
going into the bottom of the in- sixth, Tedford, freshman Alec Moss 5) threw a complete game shutout Brenning for second on the team in .
ning. The Musketeers threatened and sophomore Eric Greenwell each with only five hits and no walks batting average.
to rally in the bottom of the eighth. hit RBI singles as part of a four-run given up to the Rams of Fordham.
. UP NEXT
In the bottom of the first inning,
Brenning hit an RBI double to inning. The Xavier pitching staff
It would be an understatement
chip into the Sycamores' lead. put on the clamps, allowing only Andres singled home the first two
Sues' left field single cut the Mus- three hits and no runs for.the rest of runs of the game for the Musketeers. to say the Musketeers' final two AtAlready leading 2-0 in the bottom lantic 10 series are important.
keteer deficit to two runs, however. the game.
the Musketeers were not able. to
In the eighth, Sues hit a single to of the second, Bongard smacked a Xavier is 7-9 in conference play
bring any more home.
center field, scoring Greenwell for solo shot beyond the left field fence and needs to enter the Atlantic l 0
Senior Jared Cutter (1-2) picked what would prove to be the game- to extend the Muske.teer lead. tournament with a full head of
up the loss, giving up three earned winner. Greenwell went four for five Brenning scored the game's final steam.
The Musketeers travel to Bowlruns off five hits. Crandell, the with four singles and an RBI. Se- run in the fifth off Andres' third RBI
team's leading hitter with a .401 · nior Matt Raih (3-6) picked up the of the game. Crandell lead the team ing Green and Rhode Island before
batt_ing average, went three for four win, striking out three and giving at the plate, going two forthree with they come home for the last time
this season in a crucial Atlantic l 0
with two RBI. Brenning, tied for up one earned run in five innings of a single and a double.
series vs. Massachusetts on May 12'
second with a .345 average, went work.
and 13.
three for five with one RBI.
FORDHAM 9, XAVIER 2
Fordham
made·
up
for
a
lack
of
XAVIER 4, FORDHAM 0
XAVIER 6, PURDUE 5
A game like this is exactly what offense in the first game, beating
A four-run sixth inning helped the Musketeers need vs. their Atlan- the Musketeers from the beginning
the Musketeers stun a favored tic 10 opponents: decent run-pro- to end, 9-2.
Boilermaker team, 6-5, in West duction coupled with a spectacular
Fordham scored four runs in the
Lafayette, Ind. Down 5-1 in the perform_ance in the field. Barger (7- fifth to lead 6-0 after five innings.
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On Tap
.

•

Friday, May 4

Sunday, May 13

Saturday, May 19

•Baseball vs. Rhode Island
at noon*

•Baseball vs. Massachusetts
at noon

•Baseball at A-10 Tournament
in Orlando, FL

Saturday, May 5

Thursday, May 17

•Baseball vs. Rhode Island
at 11 a.m.

•Baseball at Atlantic 1o
Tournament in Orlando, FL

Saturday, May 12

Friday, May 18

:

•Baseball vs. Massachusetts
at noon*

•Baseball at A-10 Tournament
in Orlando, FL

* denotes a doubleheader
Home baseball games take
place at Hayden Field.
Home games are in bold

GAME
of the
WEEK
REDS VS. DODGERS
Wednesday and Thursday
at 7:05 p.m.
Prime Time's back, and
the Reds are tied for first
place with the Cubs. Go
down and check out spanking new Cinergy Field. The
left field seats have been replaced by a breathtaking
view of the Firstar Center and
constructio.n of soil_le new
ballpark .. Plenty of good
seats still available.
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Bachus wins volley MVP
BY JOE ANGOLIA
; Sports Writer

There's no room for debate
. when it comes to the. question of
·. ·the Volleyball team's m·ost ~alu~
~ble player'. In. her third year at
Xavier, jllnior: Sara Bachus became just th'e second player in
Xavier's athletic history to earn the ·
·Atlantic 10 Player-of-the-Year
awar& . , ·
.
. · .
Afte~ struggling in the opening mate.hes of the season, the
Musketeers got back on track by
· sweeping three-matches in the
sch6ol's inaugural Xavier Invita.tional Tournament.
In leading the Musketeers to a
second-place A-10 finish and the
. A-10 Championship game,
· Bach~s established.herself as one
of the premier players in the conference: 1f it wasn't for the
Colonials' of George Washington
(who defeated XU three times last
season), the Muskies could have
very well been anNCAA Tournament team.
By season's end, Bachus set
XU's single season record for hitting percentage (;368, which led
theA-10), finished seventh on the
school's single .season kill list
(475), ranked third in the confer.•.•.·ei.•.
. •.
ence in kills per game (4.48) and
became just the fourth player in
f.P;~~fffd~!O.{ ·'· :; .·• . . .
.
school history to join the l ,000
Sophomore pavidW,est is this doubles; ~hfoh pl.aced hirrrsecond
kill club as a junior (I, 102).
year's f\'ew,swii'e;Playet~of~the- ·. in. the .n.ati611. . ·. .
.
It is quite possible that Bachus
Year;for.. nien'.s 1basketball. WesL · . · -W,est's fi11e!!tgame was p~rhaps
will finish her career at XU sec~
. led the t~amin several categories on.Feb. 3againsiQeorge\Vashing~
ond on the all-time kill list and
,~this :se1:tson; including searing ton when the A-to :P1ay~r~of~the~
first in all-time hitting percentage
': ' (17..!~' pp~) :arid' steals (lB spg), •Year poure,d in 2~ point,s,•• grabbed
(which she is currently leading).
and was se'cond. on the team in · a, .career~high 21 boards,. handed
It would be an injustice to asassis~s with St .He al~o Ied5the . o\lt thre.e ~ssists; and block~d .a
sume that Bachus is a one-dimen,AtlanticJO in fi~l.<.i.~goal pe~cent~ C!lfeer~hig~si.x ~hqtsinJeading XU
sional player, as she.also finished
'age{5,50);·rebol1nd~ng ( 11 ;0 ipg) .• tO ~ wimi.ng o,Yert1ipe ,win. ..· ..
nintl). in the conference in digs per
·:and bloc,ked :shqts (2.Lbpg). ·His ·..·•·.... ·Behind West,:the Muskies: fin-.
game with a 3.2 average.
reb,bundiflgaye,~age w~stlle .high~ .. ••• ished: 2l~8, 12~4 :in tlleA-l 0,, and

1
~~~fi~~~~~~g(~ '.· wNb.~· •.pc~·'.f:•.·a°j~.c•s:·.~'r ._~•f°i;.·n .t~s.-h~ ;· ~-. "Lw:." 1rth;.•:'f2· . m•oM.·;d.G:0•,·~ .·rub:·1.•·ef.;•~
1

\ ·. '.)3>c

10 1

0

•est•Hy:.~:¥us1C~teeisin~e.the• :.9~~!fa~.~~'A¥th\!t~¢:f\A,;[9\l~~:~~·

._:19~9~)990. ~~~s,o~ whe~.'.fyrone •.. · rilentfor . tll~frrst tim~,in,three.Y~·.

Hilfpulled in .Ji. 6. rebo\irtqs· a:·,·· .p~i;p!te''a...l~te s¢?8oij strliggle;·;~e .

gatri¥;·;;;:y ;::,,< '. ·: .'. . '.·· '•i . . .· . ieailt definitely has much to look

·The6~8 center!s.61. blocked Cfor\Vrtrd•trifor·n~xtseason: :.Next
shotii: bt~ke, the s~llooi record. set .. ·.ye~· xtl'ret~ms fc>tir, of it~ t6p sii .
·tW.<iClifferenttimes9y Aaroii wn~ sc.<Jr~rs.Jfom thi~;pasi ~eas~n,. an.d.
. Hams, vvh~·qh~endy.plays,io~ tl;ie ' addsj~o :toiJ. lOO: recruits to ~he
·NBA's.Newde~s~y,Nets;:(S7in. · miX·as.Xa~ier wilUook to (etum
. '.199,o;.1991~'ncl.;I99l~JQ92).' . to tlie~B.ig.J)aii66'fo~:t!le s~c6n<l
'Thts' earnt:dCliiin a <spot on -th.e c9~~~g~pv~?'~~l.<' ·. '.
;confere~ce's'A11ibefensivefefun~ . " '!'·;,;: , . ·

.

,1.;·...

..···':"--. +·

~.;'·'.
·" r

.,:.rs()Jlil'~n

·'<Ji'··..

ot'i'fn·'lffrl?:i;'.'Colli :.
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PHOTo' COURTESY OF SID

Junior Sara Bachus became the second player in Xavier's athletic
history to win the A-1 O Player-of-the-Year award.
Despite the Musketeers falling in
the A~ 10 title game, Bachus played
best when jt coun_ted most. During
· X:U's two game stint, Bachus total.ed
45 kills and 50 digs (an A-10 Championship record). In addition to her
Player-of-the~Year award, Bachus
was ·named to 'the All-Conference
Team (for the second straight year)
and the All-Championship Team.

With a strong senior class returning next year, including fell9w All-Conference selection junior Jill Hampton, Bachus and company should not only lead XU to
a fourth-straight A- I 0 Tournament
appearance but quite possibly the
A-10 title and an NCAA berth as
well.

Piipari, Levandusky share award
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Assistant Sports Editor

Selecting the Most Valuable
Player for any team is never an
easy task. It becomes even harder
when the team had the most successful season in school history.
The women's basketball te.am
finished the year at 31-3, won the
regular season Atlantic- I 0 Championship, the A- I 0 Tournament
Championship and advanced to
the Elite Eight of the NCAA Tournament for the first time in school
history..
Needlessto say, it took a complete team effort by the Musketeers to accomplish what they did
this season. Everybody on the
team played a significant role to
win 31 games and finish the year
rank~d in theTop-12 of both national polls.
However, there were two key
players on this year's team and,
for their efforts, they have been
chosen as the MVPs ofthis year's
magnificent team .

REE"rTA PllPARI
All the way back in October
when the team began pre-season
conditioning, it appeared as
though disaster had struck.
Sophomore point guard and returning A-10 Rookie-of-the-Year
Amy Waugh ruptured her Achil-

.. :. :ACCOMPLISHMENTS
,.· ·.· ... REETA PllPARI .
School. Records:
....
•Assists iii· a, season (281)
~Assi~~s.·:irf.a:
g~me,(17)_!' ·•· ·
·:·,'·'.•.:. -:

OF. co~MVP'S

•Steals in a c~~eer (376).
~Three.;.pointers·in season
(100): ·,,.··. •. : .•:' . . ..
:•Thre~~poim~rs;hi career ·
. '.(3Q4) ,• . '. •.. ·....· .•. . . .•. . .

·NICOLE LEVANDUSKY " . · 1 ~EigbthJ"',Nc;AAfor.car~er · .·

·school'Reccfrds::.:

...... · · '

three~p9inters.:

.<

)t~~tt2's}~i:~:·s~~~Rfr(?.1~? . . ··• : ·• •..,. ;~~~~~~:~*¢~~!ijj~ N~AA f()r: •. ;.
les tendon. Without any warning at
all~ the point guard duties were thrust
upon sophomore Reetta Piipari.
Nobody could have predicted the
type of season that Piipari ended up
having. Last season, the 5-6 guard
played only sparingly at the point,
but stepped in this year as if she had
been there all along.
. Piipari set the all-time school
record for assists in a season with
281 and assists in a game with 17.
On top of all that she led the nation
in assists with 8.3 apg.
Sounds·Jikean MVP-type season
to me.

ever to play at Xavier.
Levandusky set the singie season record for steals with 110 and
the single game record for steals
with 11. She is the all-time school
record holder for steals with 376.
She is also the single season
record holder for three-pointers in
a season with 100. Finally,
Levandusky is the career record
holder for three~ pointers with 304.
Oh yeah, she was also the A-10
Defensive-Player-of-the-Year and
all A- I 0 First Team this season.
Not a bad season for one of
Xavier's greatest players ever.
Levandusky will continue on
with
her basketball career in the
NICOLE LEVAN DUSKY
WNBA
with the LA Sparks, who
Nicole Levandusky had already
selected
her with the 32nd overall
established herself as one of the best
in
this
year's draft
pick
players to ever play.at Xavier before
her senior season began this year.
What she accomplished this season
was just further evidence that she
was indeed one of the best players

. DIVERSIONS
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A LOOK AT TIDS YEAR'S BATCH OF FILMS, WIDCH WILL 'HOPEFULLY OUTDO LAST:. YEAR'S
FLOPS •·
.
. :
'

Jazz guitar
TheXavier University Jazz
Guitar Qaurtet is holding a performance on Sunday, May 6 at.
2:30 p.m. at the Cincinnati Art
Museum Auditorium.
The performance features
Russel Malone on guitar, Richie
Goods on bass, Richard Johnson .
on piano and E.J. Strickland on
drums.
Tickets are $25 each, with no
discounts available. For more
··information, call 745~3161.

Just some flicks for this summer: (from left to right) ''Planet ofthe Apes," "Shrek'' and "Pearl Haroof..

· Spring opera
The University of Cirieinnati
College-Conservatory of Music
presents Antoin i:>vo.rak's
:fa:icylaE "Rusalka." Running iit
four performances, May 10-13,
shows will be held in Corbett
. Auditorium.
Tickets are $22 for reserved
seats and $13 for students. Access to the CCM g¥age is from
Corry Boulevard, off Jefferson
Avenue.

BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
Diversions Editor

Ahh, nothing characterizes
summer. like spending· those
muggy nights deep within the confines of an air~conditioned movie
theater.
Despit~ the guilty pleasure involved, last summer was a tragic
dissapoiritment in terms of quality flicks.
Mel Gibson in
"Braveheart
II"
(Read: ''The PaFor further information; can··
· triot") and mindless· humor like
the box office at 556-4183.
"Scary Movie" sent movie goers
running for cover and resulted in
significantly lower box office
&
sales.
The Xavier University Piano
But, this summer may be different.
& Guitar Series presents cla~si
Diversions is proud to present this
cal pianist Janina Fialkowska at. summer's sure-fire films:
the Cincinnati Art Museum Theater.
The show is Sunday, May 13
at 2:30 p.m. and Fialkowska will
be performing pieces by Mozart,
Beethoven,
Chopin
and
Mendelssohn.
Tickets are $15 and $17, and
free admission with a valid student I.D.
For information, call Rev.
John Heim, S.J., at 745-3162.

Piano

J

brought against him.
Kattaan's popularity has
been on the rise re~ently, and·
"Corky Romano"has potential
to be his breakthough performance.

guitar

Ensemble Theater
The Ensemble Theater of Cincinnati presents the regional premiere of "A Sense of Place," May

2-20.
Directed by Drew Fracher and
written by Lanford Wilson, "A
Sense of Place" will run weekdays and Saturdays at 2 p.m. and
8 p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $25 for adults and
$20 for seniors and students.
They are available at the ETC
Box Office, and can be charged
by phone at 421-3555.

But, expect some competition
Comedies
from martial arts superstar Jet Li in
Call this the summer of Satur"Kiss the Dragon" (July). Riding day Night Live veterans. The maoff the wave of "Crouching Tiger, jority of film's ~ith pron'iise star acH i d d e n tors who spent considerable time
Dragon," this on the show.
film could apEddie.Murphy is heading up the
peal to those line up with his much-anticipated
who appreciate "Doctor Dolittle 2."
talented action
The .plot finds the now-famous
sequences over doc dealing with the threat of an
Hollywood's animal strike against developers. In
special effects.
order to save the day, he must fos· Perhaps the ter love between two bears of an
most antici- . endangered species.
pated film of the
Though up against a seemingly
PHOTO COURTESY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
summer is Tim absurd plot, Murphy's humor usuBurton's ("Beetlejuice," "Sleepy ally conquers all. Expect this one
Action and Adventure
The first summer blockbuster will Hollow") rendition of the 1968 clas- tb be t~e best bet of the summer.
be "Pearl Harbor" (May 25). Cour- sic "Planet of the Apes."
Murphy'$ SNL replacement,
The film promises a highly Chris Rock, will also be dropping
tesy of producer Jerry Bruckheimer
. ("Armageddon"), this epic war story imaginative and visual telling .. "I in this summer with "Pootie Tang."
·focuses on the· life-changing events wasn't interested in doing a remake The film is an adaptation of a com. surrounding the bombing and the or a sequel," says Burton, "but I was edy sketch from his HBO show.
war's devastating impact on the intrigued by the idea of revisiting
Current SNL favorite Chris
people. Don't worry, ladies, Ben that world." And guess what? That Kattan rounds up the SNL summer
~·world" is not Earth this time.
with "Corky Romano." Ousted
Affleck has the lead.
In addition to all these action · from his Mafia family for not fitAs is the case in all Bruckheimer
films, the special effects will be mes- packed adventures, fans of video ting in, Corky (Kattaan) suddenly
merizing. If the script is equally im- games-turned-movies will want to finds· himself in the midst of a legal
pressive, "Pearl Harbor" will be a win- look out for Angelina Jolie in nighmare as hetries to get his king"Tomb Raider'' (June 15).
pin father aquitted of charges
. ner.

Animation
1\vo films packed with starstudded vocal talent will dominate this summer's movie theaters.
The first is offered by the
powerhouse of animation, none_
other than Disney. "Atlantis:
The Lost Empire" features the
voices of Michael J. Fox, James
Garner and Leonard Nimoy,
among o~hers.
In "Atlantis," an 'inexperienced
young adventurer becomes the key
to unraveling an ancjent mystery
. when he ineets up with~ group of
daredevil explm;ers to find the legendary lost empire of Atlantis.
Disney's "The Emporer's New
Groove" was a disapointment,. so
they should be itching to bounce
back in style.
The other ani"mated feature is of
a different nature. "Shrek" (May
18) features the voices of Mike
Myers, Eddie Murphy and
Cameron Diaz.
It tells the story of an ornery ogre
named Shrek who finds himself in
the middle of a. desperate attempt
to save his home by rescuing a princess for an evil lord.
With any luck, this summer's
film arsenal will put the previous
summer's to shame. Whether you
crave action, adventure, comedy or
animation, there will be something
for everypne.

Women's choir
MUSE Cinc'innati's Women's
Choir presents the i"8th annual
Spring Concert, "Listen to the
Voices from the Mountains."
With guest artist Katie Laur,
compositions by women will be
the main influence in the show.
Performances are Friday and
Saturday, May 18~ 19 at 8 p.m. at
the House of Joy, 5918 Hamilton
Ave.
Tickets are $15 and can be
purchased from MUSE members
at 221-1118.

0
'

.

..~

·New Releases

.Th~ following discs are due for release on or before May 1 ...
Destiny's Child, Survivor (Columbia) ... Melissa Etheridge, Skin (Island) ... Alley Life, Alley Life (lnterscope) ... Turin Brakes, The Optimist·
(Astralwerks) ... Montgomery Gentry, Carrying0n(Co1umbia) ... Stevie
Nicks, Trouble in Shangri~La (Reprise) ... Per'fec, Best Kept Secret (Ark
21) ... Philly's Most Wanted, Get Down or Lay Down (Atlantic) ... Pete
Rock, Petestrumentals (BBE) ...
... all dates are tentative.

live Wires
Wednesday, May 2
Oval Opus
· @ Sawyer Point ·

Friday, May 4
Teen Idol's
w/ The Queers
@Bogart's

Thursday, May 3

Friday, May 4

G. Love & Special Sauce
@Bogart's

Vertical Horizon
@ Shoemaker Center
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Inth~ 'album,.he sticks to his···

roots and, lyrically, the album is
very bleak. Cave sings his gloomy
lyrics about love, lifoand loss over
dark pop melodies. However, the
mefodic voice makes these. bleak
songs very !nteresting and enjoy- ·. ·
able to listen.· . ·
.· . ·.• ..• · ·
Nick Cave and the. _Ba:d ·Seeds ·
are a band who have maintained
the same sound throughout their ·
whole career. They also continue ·_
'Nick Cave and
· to ~elease co11sistent albums year
after year, which many veteran
the Bad Seeds
bands struggle to do.
No more shall we part
Throughout the album's 12
(Reprise)
tracks,· Cave keeps the listener i11-.
lerested as.the songs flow perfectly
together. I had no particular favorThigodfathers ofgothic ite track as all of .them are very
· . strike again
good.
·
· Any fan of new wave or goth
The newest release from British music should check these guys out
. group Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds Without these guys and The Cure,
is a continuation of· the post-punk and goth 'woulci not be
groundbreaking style they h~ve the saI)1e .. Fans of groundbreaking
been creating for the last .two de- . and original music should deficades. This album was exce'llent nitely check outNick Cave and the
and yet another gem _in .the Bad Bad Seeds. This all:ium wiil keep
Seeds collection. Nick Cave has ol.d fans and, hopeflllly, win th~m .
been heralded as a great gothic lyri- new ones.
cist, and artists from all genres have
. .- Asa Kraning,
praised him as a great songwriter.
Contributing Writer
Cave and his group were pioneers
of the. post-punk movement.

.)

'

<

Save Buffy
Many people often ask me, ''Ted,
what. ls.the h1ost pressing issue fac- .
ing students on Xavier's campus
today?'' After I tell them my name
is Chad, I begin to ponder this _ques. tionforawhile. IsSodexhoMarriot
kicking too many cats? Are stu-.
dents ending friendships.
moronic reasons? Is it the my~terious ·
disappearanceoftheLoveDog? Or
perhaps, is it the sudden increase
in wicket related injuries due to the
croquet punks invading the academic mall?
These are all important matters,
but the real problem is "Buffy the
Vampire Slayer"'s tragic move from
the WB to the UPN network. This
would not be a problem except
Xavier's cable lineup does not inelude UPN.
·
What could possibly take the
lovely Sarah Michelle Gellar away
from the warm glow of the WB?
Gellar has previously said she
will leave the show if it is not on
the WB. It is unfortunate that a
few bad eggs have ruined the en-

for

Greek Gods

joyment of a snow loaded with
Catholic values. Some people·
may go to 10 p.m .. Mass every
day, but Buffy is killing demons
from Hell. I do not think anyone can say they are doing
God's work better than that. ·
Historically speaking, shows
that jump networks have not
fared well in their new home.
However, the cult status of
','Buffy" may mean that fans will
follow the show wherever it may
go. The only problem: Xavier
students cannot follow it to
UPN. I think it is time to voice
our opinion and let the people
behind Xavier's cable know that
we need UPN in order to continue enjoying the adventures
of the slayer. I suggest tipping
overcars.
-Chad Rink,
.Class of '02 ·

F P o· N A . K L U Z 0 M J J. I Y Y H T p z
·z I V N A J E PC NV A.D W Z Y W J U E
CA C X Z A Y J N x·y N NM W PY Z E J
LWS I N U E X N R 0 W N U V L N V R J
HHS EA AT H·L RH· A A J H F N P 0 L

YW H 0 I A R A L R M I H G U N Y K S E
A S X D I X Z L Y W S A H G J Y MU T 0
SD U EU N-E 8 EH X-E G Y K I G U G S
0 L LAN I Q H EN DL HA G A D Z C A
L Z T 0 AW-NL SN 8 AZ J.IXG-YJZ
H·L M HE 8 NA Q D R J Z N Q A Z M 8 H
MU E PD KL E F PCT PW A.G GD ·x K
s ·c 8 T P A K X 0 U W R D N G P A V S Y
Gs· EC 0 IF ED M t·F ET I G .A~ T'U
EQ Q F NZ F R KVAE DAR0 KZ EG
H Q H W K D W A C N V 0 T I ·a M D H C D
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HZTTNKWVGVDWEVOCSTHM
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FOOTBALL? WE AIN'T GOT NO STINKING FOOTBALL.·

Attention2 students:
Yeah, we. know· there won't be
another issue for several m.onths,
·but you won't believe. the demand
out there for this newspaper.
Better order yours ASAP.
we can he1p . Each issue of The Xavier Newswire, the campus newspaper, is packed with Xavier news,
sports, entertainment and opinions. It's the best way to keep up with the events and happenings that are affecting your son
or daughter during their time here.
r---------------------------------~----------~--------,

I

: Let The xav;er
I
I
I
I
I
:
I
I
:

Newswire provide you each

week with:

.

Ye
S ! Sign me up for a one-year home delivery subscription to The Xav;er
Newsw;re. I understand I will receive 30 issues over the course of the year.·
I have enclosed my $30 payment with this form ..

Name: .....~ ........................·........................................... . Mail to: The Xav;er Newswire
•In-depth coverage of campus events
Address: ..................................................................... .
Accounts Receivable
•Leading commentary and behind- .
City/State:, ......... ;: ................................ :................... ..
3800 Vfrtory Parkway
the-scenes insight into Xavier sports ·
Cincinnati, OH 45207
Zip Code;. ········································.···························
•Moving features of Xavier campus
Please fill out this form completely and enclose a check or money order for $30 made out to The Xavier Newwire .•The Newswire
personalities and groups
•Important campus security updates is printed on Wednesday. Subscribers generally receive their issue the Monday after publication. Please submit all payment by
September 15, 2001. .

·

.·

·

··

L~-------~--~---------------~---~------~----------~---~
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Classified e1ds are 25 ce,nts per.wor.d with a $6 ·minimum. To place your classified ad in The Newswire,
call ~~ily at the advertising department at (513)745-3561 or send an email to newswireads@yahoo.com.
·
All classified. ma.terials and payment are due the Friday before publication.

---

Summertime babysitter
needed. Kind, energetic, patient person to watch two child ran in my Blue Ash home;
Monday-Friday,. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Call Wendy Bader at 793-8894.
Transportation needed.
· Looking for college student
for summer childca,re. Mondays,· Tuesdays; Wednesdays
8 a.m.-5:15 p.m., occasional
Thursdays 8 a.m.-1 p.m. in our
westside CinC:innati· home.
Boys ages 11 & 6. Must have
own car for outings (pool club
and Kings Island passes provided). Contact Lynn or Tony
451-2571.
.
Tellers of Hyde Park is now
hiring servers, assistants,
hosts. Great pay. Contact Todd
Shock at 321-4721. 2710 Erie
· Ave., Cincinnati, OH.45208.
Lifeguard and pool manager positions available. Certi·
fication classes offered. Call
(513) 777-1444 ext. 4.
Summertime
nanny
needed in Mason. Care for two
boys 10 and 7. June 1-August
22. Looking for a creatjve, funloving person who likes the
outdoors for summertime activities including swimming,
biking, reading and tennis. Reliable transportation to take
them to summer camps. Call
for additional information 4590564.
Downtown business seeks
dependable, detail-oriented person to assist in property management and maintenance ..
ldealcandidate, who is a selfstarter, may also assist in
owner's other businesses and
activities. References required.
Apply by faxing letter/resume
with references to (513) 6215ll1.

Summer position.,...:. Ander- .
son Township. College student ·
needed to watch children: 16
(with Down's Sy(ldrome), 14
and 12. .Day hours, Monday.. Thursday. Non-smoker, own
car, good payl Call231-4595.
Dilly Deli Wines & Gourmet
welcomes applications for nonseasonal and summer full-time
and part-time helpi servers
days and 11ights, experienced
host/ass and.bussers 16+, deli
1
assistants, line cooks. Apply
in person 6818 Wooster Pike,
Mariemont. 561-5233 for direc· tions.
Now hiring part-time child
care workers at Youthland
Acactemy's Mariemont and
Blue Ash locations. Call Holly
at772-5888 ext. 230. ·
Fraternites...,... Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000- 2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three
hour fund raising event. No sales
required. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact campusfLindraiser.com at
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Enjoy your summer while
supervising the fun of an 11 yearold and 8 year-old. Must have
own transportation. Need Monday-Friday but not necessarily ·
every week. Non-smokers only
please. 474-3003.
Housekeeper/Homecare
Aid. Fulltime, live-in, $60/day
plus private room/bath. Pool/
exercise room available. Must
have car. Summer only or
longer. CaJl 471-1426.

Childcare wanted.· Amberly
Village, 5-10 hrs/week. Experience/references required. Call
evenings .. 731 ~8434.

Retail decorating store
needs you! We sell wallpaper,
window treatments, fabric and
paint. Part-time/full-time retail
positions, accommodating
hours. (513) 583-0333.
Housecleaning helper
needed. 2-3 hours per week,
$1 O/ho.ur. Close..to campus.
Call Nancy at 221-4144.
Great opportunity for fall
semesterlll We are looking for
a fun, energetic college student
to care for our nine year old
North Avondale.student after
school in our Amberley Village
·home! Excellent pay and work~
ing conditions. If this fits your
schedule any or all days of the
· week, call Tom or Sonya at
(513) 793-0422..
· Environmental Summer
Jobs - Don't get stuck behind
a desk or waitirjg tables. Ohio's
largest campaign for the environment is now· hiring. Join a.
spirited team, ..yorking to pro- .
.tact Ohio's natural resources.
Listed in the book "100 Best
Non-profits to Work For" by
Hamilton and Tragert. Fun,
positive work atmosphere.
Benefits, .career and travel. options. Paid internships. Monday-Friday 1-1 o p.m. $350/
week. Call 221-2115 to schedule an interview.
Part-time or summer employment. Flexible schedules.
$8.50 per hour. Day shift. Any
day of the week or weekend.
Involves checking accuracy of
warehouse shipments' to
Kroger stores. Some heavy
lifting required. Must pass a
pre-employment drug test.
Applications are available at
Zenith :Logistics, 98 Glendale
Milford Road, Woodlawn, Ohio.
Please use the Springfield Pike
entrance. (513) 782-3462.

FOR RENT
For rent 2 & 4 bedroom
apartments - Very large, newly
· renovated apartments within a
half-mile of campus. Set in
turn- of-the century m'ansions,
these apartments feature: fin. ished. wood floors, exposed
brick wans:· ceramic tile, ceiling fans, laundry, air conditioning, off-street parking; sequrity lighting, fully equipped
kitchens with garbage dispos. als, dishwashers and new appliances. If you are looking to
economize, the bedrooms are
large enough to be shared.
These homes are a must see
and won't last long. For· a
showing call Ian at.253-7368
or Tim at 325-8610.

Apartment for rent next
school year. 5 bedrooms,
across the street from XU, ·off street parking. Summer bedrooms also available. 631-2092.
· Renting now and for 6/01:
Large newly renovated 1, 2 & 3
bedroom .apts. on Dana Avenue. Fully furnished, offTstreet
parking, air-conditioning, security doors, satellite dish, decks,
porches, .washer/dryer. Call .
703-3242.

5 bedroom, 2 bath, free
washer/dryer, dishwasher, new
w/w carpet, A/C units, walk to
campus. Must see inside to
appreciate. $275 per student.
Call Sue at 943-7613 for more
details.
974 Dana Ave. 1 extra large
bedroom apartment, furnished.
Heat and water paid. 772-0909.

For Rent:
887 Clinton Springs. Seven
bedroom mansion, 3 1/2
baths, spacious and gracious.
-4 bedroom house for rent.
Equipped kitchen, living~ dinNicely renovated,, 2 car garage,
ing, full basement with washer/
. washer/dryer included. Special
consideration for rent-to-own:· · dryer, off-street parking.> 3210043 or 24 t-9421.
$1175 per month, utilities not
1606. Brewster. .Roomy,
included. Call (5,13) 759-5409.
comfortable 4 bedrooms, 2
baths, equipped kitchen, short
3743 Regent Ave. 5 bedwalk to campus, washer/dryer.
. room, 1 bath. New dishwasher.
321-0043 or 241-9421.
Washer/dryer. 5 minute walk
2550 Woodburn. 3 bedto campus. $1350/month plus
rooms, equipped kitchen, easy
utilities. Call 533-3688.
Norwood .,...:. fantastic 4
. walk to campus .. 616~3798.
House for rent. 1o min. walk
bedroom house for rent near
1 bedroom a·pt., $350/
to XU (2233 Cleneay Ave.). 2-4
campus in June. Washer/
month plus gas, electric & debedrooms.
$235/month.
Call
dryer, deck, AC, dishwasher,
posit. Central air, microwave,
Cathy or Tom ~t 769-5240.
awesome new kitchen, large
laundry room. Near XU. 272living & family room~ $350 per
3160..
2001 summer subleaser
person. Send email' to
• needed for June, July, August.
Very large 3-story house. 6
rramos1@hotmail.com-for pic2 bedroom apartment, large livbedrooms, 3 full bathrooms, 2
tures! Call 351-2953. Open
ing room, dining room, kitchen,
kitchens, off-street parking for
house every Thursday 4-8 p'.m.
side study room, off-street
6, central air, non-coin operated
parking. 1021 Dana Ave.
Renting now and for 06/01/
laundry, good landlord and
(across from Elet). $645/
01: Large newly renovated 1, 2
, neighbors. $300/month. Availmonth, willing to share rent. Call
& 3 bedroom apartments on
able 8~15-01. 2004 Hudson
985-8932.
Dana Avenue. Fully furnished,
Ave. Bob and Cindy Jansen
off-street parking, air condition. 231-5919.
Large 5-6 bedroom, 4 full
. ing,. building security,- common · . bath, grand porch, free laun3 bedroom, 2 full bath, 2 livdecks, private. porches, firedry. $1000/month, less than
.
ing
rooms, hardwood kitchen,
places, washers/dryers. Short
$200 per person. Available for
fire escape on each floor, cenwalk to campus. Phone 703fall semester, possibly one
tral air. 2nd and 3rd floor of two
3242.
montl:l early. 281-3863.
family. 2119 Hudson. Less than
5 bedroom house, A/C,
1 mile to XU. $850 + Utilities.
Huge 5-6 bedroom apt. W/
dishwasher, free washer/
531-8857.
dryer, 2 full baths. Located at
D, dishwasher, cent. air, celling
4228 Ivanhoe. June 1st. $1400
fans, off-street. parking,
St. Bernard - $0 downplus utilities. CaU-531-8857 for
screened porch, $31 O/room in·
Owner
will
consider
appointment.
cludes water and cable. April
Ameridream Financing. 3-5
signing bonus Ill 970 Dana Ave.
bdrm, 2 bath. Not a drive-by.
Call 272-1251.
For rent: 1 bedroom apt on
Must see inside. Lots of recent
Cleneay .at Montgomery.
See our ad for live-in
updates. 5 minutes from Xavier.
Large rooms, eat-in kitchen,
housekeeper under "Help
$117,000. Qualified buyers call
off-street parking, laundry in
Wanted" sectionJ - free ·rent
(513) 242-4650.
building,. heat/water included.
and payl
$425/month. 861-9999.
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,counted El Naturale Lighto at the
Cold -n- Quick? Celebrate this joyous occasion by chowing sonie
burritos and·watchirig America's
favorite past time in Espanol on
ESPN.

May 2
Today is the dawn of a new age.
Allow myself to introduce ... my:
self (you would think thaf sttch a
mis.take could have been edited.
Anyway, I am your new god, but
my friends call me Dan. You may
call me god, almighty one or grand
master flash. You will find me to
be a merciful ruler, mainly because,,
there is little to nothing that I can
do to oppose you. In conclusion
I, as your supreme being, beg only
.two things from you. First, listen
to everything tha't I have to say.
Second, send me money. I really
· need it.

there is nothing I like better thari
curling up in front of the televisfon
with. the Dog Channel on and a nice
contafoer of Welch's Grape Juice.
Well, if you like juice concentrate,
you must like concentrated Ian~
guage too. With that in mind, you
might want to think about coming
to the Hinkle Hall FacultyLounge
today at 7 p.m. for a poetry reading.
Think about it. Or just try to maybe
think about attempting to attend. It
would mean a lot to me.

just have to protest this injustic.e by skipping. I'm sure he'll
understand.

Starting at 9:30 p.m. and ending
whenever I win, there is· a Euchre
tournament in the Cintas Center
· Banquet Room. First prize is two
roundtrip ·airplane tickets. So I .
command you: stay far away from
this event. I mean, c'mon what
does the word "Euchre" mean anyway? Idon'tkllow. Doyou? Yeah,
· that's what I thought. . Case and
point.
.
· Why is it that Rhode Island is
attached to the mainland and still
called an island? It boggles the
mind. Someone should do some
serious research on America's
landforms. I recently completed my
study of the mesa. Believe you
.me, it's fascinating. If you find
· anything out, you-can go tell those
Rhode Islanders as they host the"
. XU baseball team at 11 :00 a.m Just
in case you were thinking Rhode
trip.

Have you ever taken a philosophy class where your: professor just would not shut his
yapper, constantly asking what ·
is "the good?" To make matters
· worse, you have to go and spend
the rest of the semester trying to
find out what it is. You would
think that the professor would
know by now. Instead, you have
While I'm doubtful that you
to go and read The Republic for
knew that the God that you used
answers .. Alas.
to worship would be replaced toIn the future, if someone hapday, I'm sure most of you· mortals
A:fay 4
pens to approach you and ask
were aware that today is Graduawhat "the good" is, simply say:
tion Coffee Hour. This weekly
Let me tell you a story of a boy
"it is he who writ.es calendar
event is held today at your befrom West Philadelphia, born and
city" and thou shalt be exalted.
loved, Cintas Center from 3:30 p.m.
raised. The playground is where he
Coincidentally, you can also
to 4:30 p.m.. All coffee connois. spent most of his days. He would·
look for a new form of"the good"
seurs are welcome.
go on to become the Fresh Prince of
today by attending a lecture at 8
Bel Air. Well, as <;:hance would have
p.m in the Conatan Board Room.
it, there happens to be someone else·
I have no cluewhere that is but
named Will Smith, and believe it or
Andrew Sullivan, former editornot, he is Xavier's band director for
in-chief of The New Republic
as long as I permit. Come see the
. and c~rrent columnist for The
·May5
master of funk direct the Spring
New York Times is speaking on
Apparently today is the last
.. Happy Cinco de Mayo to an:. I
Concert today at 8 p.m. at Norwood
day for classes. Go figure. I guess . the topic of."Who are We?" I'll
Middle School. Admission is a mere · have no idea what that crazy lanhave to go and let him know.
someone forgot to tell this imporzero. dollars for students. Who
guage means, but I know that .it is
tant fact to my philosophy profes- ·
knows, maybe even Jazzy Jeff will · some sort of Spanish holiday.
Do you like.eatingjuice consor who decided to give me his fi- ·
make an appearance.
Why else would they have discentrate? I know I do. In fact,
nal tomorrow. Ah well, I gliess I'll
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December 26, July 5, November
l, and January 2. No one looks
forward.to those days. Isn't that
disheartening?
With final exan:is approaching
I would like to take the time to ponder one universal law: if it weren't
for the last minute, nothing would
get done.

May 7
Odds are that you have at least
one final today. If you are just
hearing it here for the first time, it
may already be too late.
Today is the anniversary of VE day. Yeah, I could hardly believe it either. Apparantly, Germany lost WWII. Let's just hope
it isn't a question on the exam.
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Once again, there are finals today. Don't forget. Unlike Dave
Matthews who always has so
much to say, I don't. Big Gulps,
eh? Welp, see ya later.

TO ALL
GRADUATING
SENIORS,

/'

Summer
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WE'D LIKE TO TAKE A MOMENT TO
THANK ALL THOSE WHO
SUBMITTED ARTICLES TO OUR
CAMPUS NEWS, DIVERSIONS, NEWS
FEATURES OR SPORTS SECTIONS .
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THE NEWSWIRE.COULD NOT·BE
WHAT IT IS WITHOUT YOUR
SUPPORT.

